THE MEROKE RC CLUB - EST. 1963
YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU! PLEASE VOLUNTEER!!!

SMOKE SIGNALS
Throughout History each month of the year has given us significant events
in Aeronautics, here are a few from the moth of July.

1 July 1907
An Aeronautical Division is established within the office of the Chief
Signal Officer of the United States Army and becomes the first ‘heavierthan-air’ military unit. Under the command of Captain Charles de Forest
Chandler, the unit’s strength was one officer, one non-commissioned
officer and one enlisted man. A contract was placed with the Wright
brothers for an aircraft and flight tests began in August.

1 July 1911
The first United States Navy (USN) aeroplane, a Curtiss A1 Triad hydroaeroplane, is flown.

1 July 1915
German Fokker E1 monoplane fighters, the first aeroplanes to be fitted
with synchronized machine-guns, enabling them to be fired through
the propeller arc, are introduced on the Eastern Front.

1 July 1946
Operation Crossroads: a Boeing B-29 of the United States Army Air Force
(USAAF) drops an atomic bomb over 73 naval vessels anchored at Bikini
Atoll in the Pacific Ocean.

2 July 1937
Amelia Earhart and Captain Fred Noonan are lost over the Pacific during
an attempted round the world flight.
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Since many of our club members are testing the ELECTRIC waters I thought this might be the right
time to publish this article which was sent to me by Ed Anderson of the Long Island Silent Flyers and
written by Ken Myers. Due to it’s length I will publish the remainder of the article next month.
Getting Started in Electric Flight
An Introduction and Some BASICS
By Ken Myers kmyersefo@mac.com
Warning! The many facets of Electrically Powered
Flight ARE Addictive

Indoor - living room flyer
3D

Sport
Backyard

Scale

Park Flyer - Scale
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Electric Ducted Fan (EDF)

F5B

Electric Helicopter

Race
Old Timer

Multi-motors
Thermal Sailplane
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Recommended First Purchase

Foamie

The very first item to purchase when getting
into electric power is a power meter. It is also
known as a wattmeter and Whattmeter (Astro Flight
brand and first in the RC market). It is connected
between the battery pack and electronic speed
control (ESC) and displays the volts at the input of
the ESC, amps drawn by the power system, energy
delivered over time (Ah – amp hour or mAh –
milliamp hour) and the watts input at the ESC.
Watts equals volts times amps.
W=V*A

QuadCopter controlled by iPhone or iPad
And MUCH, MUCH MORE!
Wing Cube Loading Defines Aircraft Types and
Missions
Wing cube loading is a much better comparative
number than the commonly used wing area loading.

The purpose of the power meter is to provide
the actual information about the power system
(battery, ESC, motor & prop). The information
provided by the meter allows the user to adjust the
prop (load) so that all parts of the power system are
within a safe operating range.
The meter is ALWAYS used at full throttle.
Partial throttle readings mean nothing. A power
meter measures watts in (power in), not watts out
(power out)!
The Power Meter by E-flite is NOT
RECOMMENDED. It does not display all of the
essential information on one screen.
Online sources for the Power Meters are found
at the end of the article.

Progressive RC PowerLog 6S

Wing Cube Loading Table

Online Sources for WCL can be found in the
Sources Section at the end of the article.

This meter also includes an optical tachometer
and has the ability to log data to a file on a
computer. It also has a ‘Hold’ button to keep the
information onscreen.
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Power Meter Videos:
Three videos about using power meters are
located in the Sources section at the end of the
article.
When I previewed this information at the
December 2009 EFO meeting, everyone one
nodded and agreed that this is an essential and
highly recommended first purchase. Get one
ASAP!
Hint! If you do not have a power meter with a hold
feature, video the data and then record the data
when playing back the video.
Hyperion Emeter 2 (expensive, but HIGHLY
recommended!!!)

Chargers
A high power, balancing, multi-chemistry
charger with discharge function is the 'best' choice.
It should charge and discharge Lithium Polymer
(Li-Po/Li-Poly), Li-Ion (Li-Io), Lithium Iron
Phosphate (LiFe), NiCad, NiMH, and Pb (lead
acid).

P1 from Hobby Partz and
similar meter at Hobby King

My chargers - FMAdirect Power Lab 8 (new)
&amp; CellPro 10S (well used!)

Watt's Up Meter
BP Hobbies has several choices.
Other power meters can be found online at
Tower Hobbies and additional sources.
How to use a power meter:
The manual for the Watts Up meter may be
applied to all types and is found on the PowerWerx
Web site.
Progressive RC is a great source for decent
chargers.
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Another good charger is the TME (Tejera
Microsystems Engineering) Xtrema. The Xtrema
has a built in wattmeter, so there is no need to
purchase a separate wattmeter. TME also has a neat
adapter board for charging single Li-Poly cells.

Walmart 12-volt charger and an Astro Flight
Whattmeter.
Decent chargers require an external power
source such as a Deep Cycle Marine/RV battery or
power supply - NOT a car battery! There are NO
decent chargers with a built-in power supply. They
are too limited in power to be useful for most
purposes.
It is very handy to have a charger that will
discharge so that a storage charge can be put on LiPoly batteries when storing for extended periods of
time. A storage charge is approximately 3.7v to 4v
per cell with most chargers. When set to storage
charge, many chargers automatically charge to
3.85v per cell.

It is best not to plug a charger's input connector
into a 12-volt socket in a vehicle. A vehicle battery
is not designed for that use. Li-Poly batteries
should NEVER be charged in or on a vehicle.

The photo shows a 12-volt Sears DieHard Deep
Cycle Marine/RV battery, battery case from NAPA,
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The previous photo shows a safe way to charge
a Li-Poly battery with a car plug type connector.
The charging is done in the middle of a cement
driveway, away from all combustibles. The adapter
hooked to the battery is from Radio Shack. The
manual was removed from the area before the actual
charging took place.
Li-Poly Batteries
Lithium Polymer batteries are the most common
type of power battery in use today.
A single cell is not technically a battery, but
they are used with some small electrics and called a
battery.
How to read a Battery Label or Battery
Specifications

Li-Poly cells are said to have a nominal voltage
3.7v per cell. Actually, with a resting voltage of
about 3.7v per cell, they are almost empty.
11.1V is the nominal voltage of 3 Li-Poly cells
assembled in series (aka 3S). The charged voltage is
12.45v (4.15v per cell) to 12.6v (4.2v per cell) for a
3S pack depending on the charger.
2200mAh (milliamp hours) is the capacity (C)
of this battery. 2200mAh is 2.2Ah (amp hours).
25C means that the supplier or manufacture
implies that the longevity and performance of the
pack will not degrade quickly if the battery is
DISCHARGED up to this C-rate. The maximum
amp draw for the battery is calculated using the
capacity in Ah (amp hours) times the rate
multiplier. The rate multiplier is the number
preceding the letter C. In this instance it is 25 (rate
multiplier) times 2.2Ah (C) or 55 amps. There is no
industry standard regarding the C-rate and a
manufacturer or supplier may claim whatever they
want as the C-rate.

Charge Current
2C normal 4.4 amps (approximately 30 minutes to
charge completely discharged pack)
4C fast 8.8 amps (approximately 15 minutes to
charge completely discharged pack)
5C max 11 amps (approximately 12 minutes to
charge completely discharged pack)
The burst amps really mean nothing.
Charging this battery at 5C requires a charger
that can output a bit more than 12.6v at 11 amps.
(12.6 * 11 = 138.6 watts) The charger needs to be
rated for at least 155 watts or more for a 5C charge.

C-Rate in minutes

The chart shows approximately how long it will
take to fill an empty pack or deplete a full pack at
the C-rate. High charge rate Li-Poly batteries,
mated with a good charger, reduce the time spent in
the immediate area of a charger. When the charge
time is shorter, there is less waiting time for the
battery to completely charge.
Li-Poly Storage and Safe Handling
Li-Poly batteries contain a lot of potential
energy. They require special attention and care
when in use and in storage.
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Good charging practices include:
Using the balance connector for all charges, even
when using power leads
Charging only out of the airframe
Charging only in an area free of combustibles
Remaining in the immediate area of a charging LiPoly battery
Keeping the battery and charger under close
observation
*High charge rate Li-Poly batteries make staying in
the immediate area of a charging Li-Poly battery
much easier. The charge time is much shorter.

The photo shows my ammo box with charge
leads going into the box and a hole for the balance
connector.
Another storage and charge safety system is the
LiPoLocker. A review of the LiPoLocker.com
Battery Charging Security System can be found on
RC Groups. It is another Li-Poly safe charging and
storage system.
Li-Poly packs puncture easily. Keep them
away from sharp objects. Do not allow bolts,
screws or other sharp objects to protrude into the
battery area of the aircraft. Protrusions will
puncture a Li-Poly in a crash. Be sure the battery is
secured very well in the aircraft.
Dispose of punctured or puffed packs
immediately.

Li-PoSack Plus
It is best to charge in a REAL Li-PoSack brand
charging sack. Some off brands have been known
to burn! Really. Distributors of the REAL LiPoSack can be found on their Web site.
The Li-PoSack Plus is a good storage vessel and
can be used for storage and transportation. A
fireproof safe, ceramic dish with lid or ammo box
make decent storage vessels.

Lithium Polymer disposal instructions are found
on the Common Sense RC Web site.
1) Discharge the battery to 0 volts.
2) Puncture each cell and immerse in saltwater for
24 hours.
3) Wrap the battery in a bag and place in an
appropriate disposal canister.
4) The pack can now be thrown in the garbage there are no special disposal requirements for Lipoly batteries.
Put a storage charge on Li-Poly packs that will
not be used for weeks or months and store in a safe
container away from all combustibles.
It is best to purchase Li-Poly packs just before
they are to be put into service. They don't have as
long a 'shelf life' as other types of batteries.
To preserve long life for Li-Poly batteries,
they should not be flown to the LVC (low voltage
cutoff) of the ESC or too deeply discharged. It is
best to use the “80% of the capacity rule” to avoid
the premature death of a Li-Poly pack.
Here are a few examples of the 80% of capacity
rule:
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Stated capacity 4500mAh * 0.8 = 3600mAh flight
capacity
Stated capacity 3000mAh * 0.8 = 2400mAh flight
capacity
Stated capacity 2250mAh * 0.8 = 1800mAh flight
capacity
Learning the 80% Capacity Point of a Pack and
Flying Style
Step 1: fly the aircraft in a normal manner for 3
minutes using a timer
Step 2: Land, remove pack and charge pack. Note
the Ah/mAh returned to the pack
If the mAh/Ah returned to pack is greater than the
80% capacity number, reduce the flight time.
Repeat Step 1.
or
If the mAh/Ah returned to pack is less than the 80%
capacity number, increase the fight time. Repeat
Step 1
Repeat Steps 1 & 2 until the normal flight time for
use of 80% of the capacity is established for the
plane, flying style and individual pilot throttle
management.
What happens if it is slightly over the 80% point,
say 82%?
Nothing, that is close enough.
The actual capacity and manufacturer or
supplier's capacity may not be exactly the same.
Capacity changes over time. As a battery ages, the
capacity decreases. It is important to be aware of
this factor.
Online Resources for Li-Poly Batteries can be
found in the Sources section at the end of the
article.
Other Flight Power Batteries

Some electric power modelers use power
batteries made up of cells from A123 Systems, Inc.
The A123 cells are only available in 1100mAh and
2300mAh capacities. They have a nominal cell
voltage of 3.3v per cell and a charged voltage of
3.85v per cell. Most people who use them 'harvest'
them from DEWALT Lithium battery packs for
power tools. A123 cells are Lithium Iron Phosphate
(LiFePO4) chemistry. They are heavier than an
equivalent Li-Poly cell, but much lighter than
NiCads or high-energy NiMH cells. Many people
consider them much safer than Li-Poly cells.
More information on these cells can be found on
the EFO Web site as well as RC Groups.
Li-Poly Batteries for use in Transmitter
While many modelers are using Li-Poly
batteries in transmitters, it is BEST not to use them
for this purpose. Li-Poly batteries may require a
voltage regulator and the battery must be removed
from the transmitter before charging them outside
the transmitter. If the transmitter is accidentally left
on, the pack will be ruined because it will be too
deeply discharged.
The Sanyo Eneloop low self-discharge (LSD)
NiMH cells make excellent batteries for
transmitters. They come in a 2000mAh capacity.
Once fully charged, they'll hold that charge for
weeks.
The cells can be purchased at COSTCO or premade packs for specific transmitters are available at
No BS Batteries.
Ray'O' Vac call their type of LSD NiMH a
Hybrid.
Temperature Effects on Batteries
Batteries work best at room temperature.
Operating batteries at a high temperature shortens
their useful life. At low temperatures, the
performance of all battery chemistries drops
substantially. A battery may be capable of operating
at cold temperatures, but it may not allow charging
under those conditions. The charge acceptance for
most batteries at low temperatures is extremely
limited. Most batteries need to be brought up to
temperatures above the freezing point for charging.
Even then, they will not charge well until they are at
room temperature.

A123 Cells
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Connectors
Power lead connectors from the battery to ESC
There are many types to choose from. An article by
Stefan Vorkoetter gives the statistics and reasons for
using many of the connectors discussed here.

The most common power lead connector is the
Deans Ultra, which is usually just called Deans. There
are Deans Micro Plugs as well.

Anderson Power Poles (APP) aka Sermos

Crimper for APP connectors
Handy “Gripper” Covers for Deans Ultra Plugs from HDi

The Deans Ultras are similar to the XT plugs sold by
Progressive RC, except that the XT is ribbed for
gripping. The Progressive plugs come in three sizes, Tplug, Mini T-plug and Micro. These are NOT Deans
plugs.

The JST plug is used for small planes and low
current applications. It is also often called the BEC
plug or P connector.
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The EC3 and its larger relative EC5 (EC3 shown)

Multi power plug adapter from Progressive RC
The 4 Major Balance Plugs, Taps, Nodes or Node
Connectors
Please NOTE: The following listing may no longer
be current.
Polyquest (PQ) taps are used on: Enermax, E-tec,
Extreme Power, Fliton, Hyperion, Impulse,
MaxAmps, Pache, Poly RC, Polyquest, True RC
and Xcite battery packs

Bullet Type
Bullet connectors are available in various sizes
ranging from 2mm diameter and up. The larger ones
are used for larger amp loads. They are not really
interchangeable by brand. They are used most often
for the motor to ESC connection, but they are
occasionally used for the battery to ESC connection.
There is often controversy raging on RC Groups
as to what is the best connector.
It is a good idea to have an adapter for the
various power plugs. It will come in handy at the
field someday to help others or yourself when
unexpected charger problems arise and you may
need to 'borrow' a charge or someone wants to
'borrow' some electrons from you.

Note that the PQ types use the same connector
for several battery configurations and skips pins that
aren't required. 2S and 4S packs shown. The 3S also
uses the same connector.
Thunder Power (TP) taps are used on: Apex,
Danlions, EVO, Flight Power, Kong Power, MPX,
Outrage, Tark Power, Thunder Power and Vislero
battery packs

TO BE CONTINUED
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Open Fun Fly
On June 3rd the 20th Meroke RC Clubs Open Fun Fly was held at
Lufbery Aerodrome and a great day was had by all who attended
thanks to the efforts of Contest Director Russell Rhine, Assistant
Contest Director Alan Berg, Contest Coordinator Roger Scanlon,
Harvey Schwartz who MC’d the event and the Judging and timing
team of Dave Bell, Nick Guiffre and Mike Hagens. Bryan Mueller and
Al Weiner tabulated the scores for the event with Joe Petrozza and
John Raparelli handling the raffle of an electric Super Cub. Thanks
to all the other club members who helped like Robby Wenk and
Marc Trager who photographed this year’s Open Fun Fly event.
This year, for the first time, the top five finishers received a trophy
and check with the first and second place winners having a choice of
a prize or a check of equal value. First place winner Patrick Boll and
second place winner Lou Schwab opted for the check.
(SURPRISE...SURPRISE)
I think we all can look forward to the 21st Open Fun Fly next year.

Open Fun Fly Results
CONTESTANT

TOTAL SCORE

1. Patrick Boll

390

2. Lou Schwab

350

3. Chris Mantzaris

315

4. Ted Evangelatos

304

5. Nelson Ramos

294

6. Frank Lang

254

7. Tony Pollio

246

8. Gene Kolakowski

197

9. Hank Riehl

119

10 Tom Abate

74

From Contest Director Russell Rhine
“Patrick, also last year's winner was almost perfect for the day taking 1st place in 3 events and 2nd in the fourth
event. One more point in the Touch the Circles event would have given him a tie with Lou Schwab, but Patrick
had a lower time for the event and would have made a perfect 400 points for the day.”

BIRTHDAYS

Calendar
July 5, 2012
Club Meeting Cancelled
July 19 , 2012
Club Meeting
Senior Virtual Fun Fly

July 7 Joe Pelegrino
Send all suggestions to:
newsletter@meroke.com

July 12 Stan Blum
July 20 Gene Garavelli

July 22 , 2012

Top Gun
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